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Abstract - In The Connecting Ages, nowadays ActiveIs An a Organizational Key Property Having Extra Importance In The 
Complicated OrganizationalEnvironment .Subbject Of This Research Is active Pattern  Of  Governmental Organizational In 
Iran ,The Case Study ,Petro Administration  In IRI. Main Matter Of The Research ,Howچابک سازیPattern In Governmental 
Organizations Is? And How Desirable Pattern activeIs? Some Initial Data And library Resources Which Were Analyzed By 
Software:SPSS,lisrel .And Expert Chice .The Method Used Through This Study Is Delphi Performed In Three 
Steps.members Of Delphi Are Some Of Universiyies Factuly Members .The Applierd Suggestion Through The Research 
After Designing The Mode Is That Establishing An Optimum Pattern In Governmental Organization Is Related To An 
Excellent Mangment Of Responsible Educating Person And Making Cultural Affairs Are Important With Regards to  
activity .In Petro Administration. so Weak Aspects In this Organization Will Be Removed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Satisfied, highly-motivated and loyal employees 
represent the basis of competitive company. The 
growth of satisfaction is to be reflected in the increase 
of productivity, improvement of the products’ quality 
or rendered services and higher number of 
innovations. Satisfied employees form positive 
reference to the employer and thus increase its 
attractiveness for potential job seekers and strengthen 
its competitive position in the market. Management 
of the company does not often know opinions of own 
employees and underestimates dependence between 
satisfaction of employees and total successfulness of 
the company in the market.  
 
The article brings the results of the employees’ 
survey in the field of human resources management 
in the financial sector, factors of the satisfactions 
which can significantly influence the motivation of 
the employees and identify problem areas in the 
human resources management in the organization of 
the financial sector.The survey affirms that the 
orientation of the personal policy, i.e. management of 
the career,working conditions, and environment is a 
problem area in the human resources management in 
there searched organization. Based upon experience 
implementation of personal policy should be done 
step by step and successful achievement can last a 
few years. Before implementation management 
should clearly define why we are here, what is our 
aim and how we intend to attain defined 
target.Simultaneously executives should not 
underestimate employees’ opinion on one hand and 
take into consideration current external environment 
which can influence human resources management on 
the other hand.  A clear set of goals and objectives is 
fundamental to the success of a 
department.Specifically, a department or work unit 

should have (1) a mission statement, (2) written goals 
andobjectives for the department as a whole, and (3) 
written goals and objectives for each significant 
activity in the department (see diagram below). 
Furthermore, goals and objectives should be 
expressed in terms that allow meaningful 
performance measurements . Department Department 
Activities to Activity Level Mission Goals and 
Achieve Goals Goals and Objectives and Objectives 
Objectives There are certain activities which are 
significant to all departments: budgeting, purchasing 
goods and services, hiring employees, evaluating 
employees, accounting for vacation/sick leave, and 
safeguarding property and equipment. Thus, all 
departments should have appropriate goals and 
objectives, policies and procedures, and internal 
controls for these activities. 
 
II. CONTROL ACTIVITIES - REVIEWS  
 
 Budget to actual comparison 
 Current to prior period comparison 
 Performance indicators 
 Follow-up on unexpected results or unusual 

items 
Reviewing reports, statements, reconciliations, and 
other information by management is an important 
control activity; management should review such 
information for consistency and reasonableness. 
Reviews of performance provide a basis for detecting 
problems. Management should compare information 
about current performance to budgets, forecasts, prior 
periods or other benchmarks to measure the extent to 
which goals and objectives are being achieved and to 
identify unexpected results 
 or unusual conditions which require follow-up. 
Management's reviewof reports, statements, 
reconciliations, and other information should be 
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documented as well asthe resolution of items noted 
for follow-up. 
III. CONTROL ACTIVITIES – ASSET 
SECURITY  
 
 Security of physical and intellectual assets 
 Physical safeguards 
 Perpetual records are maintained 
 Periodic counts/physical inventories 
 Compare counts to perpetual records 
 Investigate/correct differences 
 
Liquid assets, assets with alternative uses, dangerous 
assets, vital documents, critical systems,and 
confidential information must be safeguarded against 
unauthorized acquisition, use, ordisposition. 
Typically, access controls are the best way to 
safeguard these assets. Examples ofaccess controls 
are as follows: locked door, key pad systems, card 
key system, badge system,locked filing cabinet, 
guard, terminal lock, computer password, menu 
protection, automatic callbackfor remote access, 
smart card, and data encryption.Departments with 
capital assets or significant inventories should 
establish perpetual inventorycontrol over these items 
by recording purchases and issuances. Periodically, 
the items shouldbe physically counted by a person 
who is independent of the purchase, authorization and 
assetcustody functions, and the counts should be 
compared to balances per the perpetual 
records.Missing items should be investigated, 
resolved, and analyzed for possible control 
deficiencies;perpetual records should be adjusted to 
physical counts if missing items are not located. 
 
IV. MONITORING 
 
Monitoring is the assessment of internal control 
performance over time; it isaccomplished by ongoing 
monitoring activities and by separate evaluations of 
internalcontrol such as self-assessments, peer 
reviews, and internal audits. The purpose 
ofmonitoring is to determine whether internal control 
is adequately designed, properly executed,and 
effective. Internal control is adequately designed and 
properly executed if all five internalcontrol 
components (Control Environment, Risk Assessment, 
Control Activities, Informationand Communication, 
and Monitoring) are present and functioning as 
designed. Internal controlis effective if management 
and interested stakeholders have reasonable assurance 
that: 
 They understand the extent to which operations 

objectives are being achieved. 
 Published financial statements are being prepared 

reliably. 
 Applicable laws and regulations are being 

compiled. 
 

While internal control is a process, its effectiveness is 
an assessment of the condition of theprocess at one or 
more points in time.Just as control activities help to 
ensure that actions to manage risks are carried out, 
monitoringhelps to ensure that control activities and 
other planned actions to effect internal control 
arecarried out properly and in a timely manner and 
that the end result is effective internal 
control.Ongoing monitoring activities include various 
management and supervisory activities thatevaluate 
and improve the design, execution, and effectiveness 
of internal control. Separateevaluations, on the other 
hand, such as self-assessments and internal audits, are 
periodicevaluations of internal control components 
resulting in a formal report on internal 
control.Department employees perform self-
assessments; internal auditors who provide an 
independentappraisal of internal control perform 
internal audits.Management's role in the internal 
control system is critical to its effectiveness. 
Managers, likeauditors, don't have to look at every 
single piece of information to determine that the 
controlsare functioning and should focus their 
monitoring activities in high-risk areas. The use of 
spot checks of transactions or basic sampling 
techniques can provide a reasonable level 
ofconfidence that the controls are functioning as 
intended. 
 
Create employee personal development plans 
Employees nowadays want toknow, “What’s in it for 
me?” Tell them!A personal development plan shows 
theemployee the areas of improvement hewill focus 
on during the next six to 12months, incorporates both 
his long-termand short-term goals, details the 
experience,skills and proficiencies he 
mustdemonstrate to be promoted, and shows the role 
his position plays in, and theaffect it has on, the 
company. 
 
Encourage employees to share their thoughts and 
ideas.  
Most employees arededicated, have integrity and 
want tocontribute. Allow them to do this byactively 
encouraging your people to sharetheir thoughts and 
ideas. Providing an open forum for them to be heard 
can beinvaluable toward building trusting 
relationships . Recognition. Recognize outstanding 
performancepublicly. This rewards the individual 
employee while demonstrating toyour other people 
that you care aboutthem and are in their corner. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Based upon the results, it can be stated that defined 
goal is reached because the results show a complex 
view on the management of human resources. At the 
same time, the researchpresents a detailed answer 
which factors influence the performance of 
employees.Simultaneously, it is found out which 
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areas require increased attention by managers of 
humanresources in order to increase the performance 
of employees and thus the overall performance of the 
organization.Employees’ survey is one of the 
important tools of the communication means in each 
company. Opinions of employees regarding the 
company can support the company for the right 
development and direction.  
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